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NOT ALL BESPOKE projects are largescale rooms, 
but nor do more compact media dens have to skimp 
on AV quality. This installation from UK company 
SeriouslyCinema took an everyday lounge and 
added a high-performance movie and music system 
that's nearly invisible. 

Opting for a 5.2.4 configuration, M&K Sound 
in-wall and in-ceiling models where chosen to 
provide audio thrills. 'The owner had spent a  
decade working in broadcast studios and already 
owned a high-end system from the early noughties, 
so had a critical ear and knew the sound they 
wanted to achieve,' explains Richard Magnus, 
SeriouslyCinema's MD. 'Hearing the M&K Sound 
speakers at our demonstration facility proved them 
as a perfect match.' 

Speakers chosen, various processors were 
auditioned, with demo units installed in the room 
before its makeover so the audiophile owner  
could evaluate in a known environment.  
A Lyngdorf MP-50 was eventually selected to 
provide the system's back-end brains, bringing 
Atmos, DTS:X and Auro-3D decoding, plus 
RoomPerfect room calibration. 

Fake views
A key demand for the install was a discreet feel so 
considerable prep work was necessary for the 5m  
x 4m room, including blocking up a window, adding 
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Living room luxury
The aim of this install was high-quality movie and music entertainment 
without the typical 'batcave' feel. Mark Craven bins his cape

A. Hey Pronto
The house already had a Philips Pronto control 
system in place (linked to a music server for  
whole home audio) so this was integrated into  
the new AV setup

B. That ain't no fire
A new false chimney breast, fitted atop the room's 
bare brick wall, was designed to house the front 
left/right in-wall speakers and 55in TV... 

C. Cabinet meeting
...while installed underneath is a custom-made 
cabinet – with its own dedicated mains supply  
– hiding twin 19in AV racks, the room's centre 
speaker, and pair of subwoofers. It's topped off 
with a quartz stone panel for a style touch and  
to beef up rigidity

KIT CHECKLIST
M&K SOUND: 3 x IW300 (LCR); 2 x X10 subwoofers;  
2 x IW150 (surround); 4 x IW950 (in-ceiling) 
LYNGDORF: MP-50 16-channel surround sound 
processor (Dolby Atmos, DTS:X and Auro-3D)
TAG MCLAREN: 2 x 100x5R five-channel power amps
LG: 55EC930V OLED TV
LUMAGEN: Mini-3D video processor
OPPO: BDP-103EU Blu-ray player
SKY: Sky+ HD
AMAZON: Fire TV 4K
PHILIPS: Pronto TSU9600 control system
AC INFINITY: 2 x Aircom T8 cooling systems
ISOTEK: Orion GII power conditioner
LUTRON: Lighting control
CHORD: Sarum & Signature Tuned Array cables
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D. Top-range in-wall
M&K Sound's IW300 speakers are the brand's 
range-topping in-wall option. Each features dual 
6.5in midbass drivers and a trio of 1in soft dome 
fabric tweeters. A 12cm mounting depth is required

E. Four more please
M&K Sound models (fitted with custom fire-hoods) 
were again used for the four-channel in-ceiling layer

F. Format friendly
Audio calibration was achieved via the Lyngdorf 
MP-50 processor's RoomPerfect tool. Billed  
by its manufacturer as delivering 'the ultimate 
experience', the MP-50 handles Atmos, DTS:X  
and Auro-3D, passes 4K HDR content and offers 
16-channel XLR outputs 

G. OLED legend
LG's curved 55in 930V was its second-generation 
OLED, marking the moment the self-emissive  
tech went from niche option to AV must-have. In 
this system it links to Sky, Blu-ray and VOD sources

two 'fake' side-wall pillars to accommodate the 
surround speakers, and constructing a false chimney 
breast (a log fire stands adjacent to it) to house 
system electronics, twin subwoofers, LCR speakers 
and provide mounting space for the LG OLED TV.  
The custom cabinet features a granite floor to  
reduce vibrations, while extractor fans keep the  
AV hardware cool. 

For lighting and system control, the installer was 
able to integrate new electronics with an existing 
Lutron/Philips multiroom setup used for the owner's 
old lounge and family media room. ('Yes, this house 
has two cinema rooms,' says Magnus). A music 
server delivers audio throughout the house. 

 While the kit rack currently features a 1080p 
Oppo BD deck and the TV is a Full HD model, the 
system is wired for 4K and an upgrade would be 
easily achieved. An ISF calibrated Lumagen video 
processor sits in the signal path to fine-tune images. 

'The intimacy and detail of the audio is amazing,' 
states the happy owner of the finished room. 'I have 
never heard music and movies sound so good. 
Dedicating time to listening and planning has paid  
off – and the fact you don't see any of the speakers 
is even more impressive.' n
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